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Introduction
Real unscripted sexual wrestling videos starring name brand porn stars who try to pin each other or
force each other to submit as a showing of the Ultimate Surrender... where the winner fucks the loser
after every match! Excited yet? You have got to see this amazingly original sex site!

Adult Review
Ultimate Surrender combines the unscripted raw aggression of professional mixed martial arts combat with new porn whores
and some of the most sexually tense high def porn videos you have ever seen!
  
  Each scene features brand name pornstars or tantalizing tag-team starlets battling for sexual supremacy on a wrestling mat
with no holds or holes barred. Points are scored by a referee in each of two rounds and yes... the outcome matters because on 
Ultimate Surrender the winners FUCK the losers hard with a strap-on after every match!
  
  Pre-battle interviews with the contestants, win / loss records of each battle whore and a real full size wrestling facility add to
the allure of the real unscripted sexual contests that are filmed weekly for Ultimate Surrender. These sluts aren't faking their
ferocity, every update features real action and none of these hardcore combatants want to lose a Match because the
humiliation of being pegged by their opponent's strap-on in the center of the ring is brutal and degrading.
  
  The one drawback to the site is that because the scenes are filmed in a real wrestling arena the sound quality can have too
much echo at times and be weak compared to studio porn. It's a small price to pay for the increased creativity and exceptional
action the site provides... though The Tongue would love to see Ultimate Surrender start using positional microphones to
improve the sound quality because the grunts, groans and moans really do add a lot to the excitement.
  
  The newer Matches are filmed in amazingly clear crisp 1280x720 high definition video with excellent production values.
Older scenes are slightly smaller formats but are still very much enjoyable and totally unique. This really is one of the more
creative hybrid porn sites on the market these days with action that will get you and your dick both pumped up for every new
update. 

Porn Summary
Ultimate Surrender is a site every pervert should take a look at for sure. The free preview of the site is the same as the
members area so you can really see exactly what the site has to offer. If mixed martial arts and sex are two of your favorite
things then these matches will rock your world... if they aren't then watching one humiliated slut getting fucked by the girl
who just destroyed her in hand to hand competition will still be more than enough to make your dick want to stand up and do
'the wave!'

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'REAL female wrrestling where the loser gets FUCKED by the winner!'
Quality: 93  Updates: 87 Exclusive: 96 Interface: 81
Support: 92 Unique: 100    Taste: 92        Final: 90

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.94 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 25,000 Videos: 224
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